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Response to the letter by Liberman and Denzler, and the statement by Jens Förster 
Carel F.W. Peeters, Chris A.J. Klaassen, Mark A. van de Wiel        02/07/2015 
 
 
This document is intended to be a response to the letter1 by dr. Nira Liberman and dr. Markus 
Denzler (LD hereafter), as well as to the statement2 by dr. Jens Förster (JF hereafter). These writings 
question our report in which we investigate the publications by JF that were published under his 
affiliation to the University of Amsterdam (UvA) for veracity of the reported data. DL are coauthors 
on some of the publications investigated. The objections voiced in the mentioned documents 
reiterate criticisms from previous letters by LD and JF3 that were written after they had examined a 
preliminary version of our report. This current response then draws heavily on our initial response 
letter as (i) we feel that our initial responses to the concerns expressed still stand firm and as (ii) it 
will provide some context to the selective quoting in the LD letter. We have decided not to disclose 
our initial response letter in its entirety as the previous letter by LD included an additional author 
who, for reasons unknown to us, is not included in the current LD letter. Our initial response letter 
discloses the identity of this person and we respect his/her apparent decision not to continue the 
discussion in public.  

We will respond to each writing in turn. We will respond comprehensively, such that there may be 
some redundancy in presentation. We however feel that, for some issues, reiteration aids clarity. We 
respond to both writings in a single document, since the criticisms raised in both writings show some 
similarities . The response to each document will begin with some comments of general importance 
before delving into each objection that was voiced.  

 
 

A. Response to the letter by dr. Nira Liberman and dr. Markus Denzler 
 

i. General comments: 
• LD state that they “never fabricated or manipulated data” and that they have never 

“witnessed such behavior”. It must be emphasized, as is also stated in Section 1.6 of our 
report, that the empirical trustworthiness of publications by JF is under scrutiny, not the 
integrity of his coauthors. The report does not imply, nor does it intend to imply, that the 
collaborators of JF were involved in questionable practices. We, however, understand the 
potential consequences of our report for certain coauthors.  

• LD seem to claim that we have softened the language in our final report as a genuflection 
brought on by the (apparently sudden) insight that the methods employed cannot demarcate 
fraud from questionable practices as the source of improbableness in reported data. 
However, all versions of the report have always clearly stated that the methods employed 
cannot demarcate witting fabrication or manipulation (fraud) from unwitting fabrication or 
manipulation (erroneous or questionable research practices). The question is if the veracity 
of the data on which a given publication is based can be trusted. If the data patterns are, 

                                                             
1 See https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/133567/Generalresponse.pdf or 
https://www.yumpu.com/en/document/view/39384055/generalresponse or 
http://errorstatistics.com/2015/06/11/evidence-can-only-strengthen-a-prior-belief-in-low-data-veracity-n-liberman-m-
denzler-response/     
2 See the entry dated June 17th, 2015 at http://www.socolab.de/main.php?id=66. 
3 Both dated April 27th, 2015 

https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/133567/Generalresponse.pdf
https://www.yumpu.com/en/document/view/39384055/generalresponse
http://errorstatistics.com/2015/06/11/evidence-can-only-strengthen-a-prior-belief-in-low-data-veracity-n-liberman-m-denzler-response/
http://errorstatistics.com/2015/06/11/evidence-can-only-strengthen-a-prior-belief-in-low-data-veracity-n-liberman-m-denzler-response/
http://www.socolab.de/main.php?id=66
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from a statistical standpoint, extremely unlikely, the veracity of the reported data is in doubt. 
Whether such data patterns are due to witting or unwitting practices then, is of secondary 
importance: Of main import is that the data are to be met with distrust, calling into question 
the scientific value of the publication. To emphasize this, and to offer some protection to the 
coauthors of JF, the final report uses formulations regarding ‘veracity’ rather than 
‘fabrication’ and ‘manipulation’. Section 1.6 of our report must also be read in this light. 

• We thus view the report as a contribution to the debate regarding the scientific value of 
publications by JF. Note that the authors of the report make no recommendations regarding, 
e.g., decisions such as retraction of publications. Such decisions lie with third parties. In 
addition, the authors of the report cannot be held accountable for procedural issues 
regarding the report as procedural decisions were not theirs to make. 

• LD state that they find our report “biased, misleading, and flawed”. Below, we will argue to 
the contrary, by responding to each of the points raised in the letter.  

 
ii.  Reactions to points raised by LD: 
1. The evidential value proposed by Klaassen (2015) is inherently biased 

The evidential value must be conceived as a tool for assessing the veracity of reported data 
for certain study-designs. LD state that, in their view, the evidential value does not represent 
proper Bayesian machinery. This statement seems to be mainly based on the fact that the 
evidential value is introduced as a Bayes factor, but that it is always greater than or equal to 
1. In the forensic statistics framework this would mean absence of exculpatory evidence. 
Note that there are many flavors of Bayesianism and, consequently, multiple forms of 
'proper' Bayesian machinery (and that the authors are known for their Bayesian work). Even 
if one does not accept that the thrust of the method is Bayesian at heart, this is no refutation 
of the given evidential value. Its merit lies, whether seen from a Bayesian perspective or not, 
in its permittance to evaluate reported data on their veracity. Irrespective of the labeling of 
the method, it should be successful in demarcating unquestionable veracity from 
questionable veracity. We believe the method is indeed successful in this respect. Also note 
that a tailored version of this method has been used in other investigations into the veracity 
of scientific data (Diederik Stapel, Dirk Smeesters). Furthermore, we believe the impossibility 
of exculpatory evidence to be quite natural, as it implies that (sub-)experiments for which the 
data have high veracity are not able to exonerate (sub-)experiments for which data veracity 
is low. 

LD also claim that the evidential value entails that "the more studies there are in a paper, 
the more we should get convinced that the data has low veracity". Indeed, the evidential 
values of independent studies/samples can be combined (by multiplication) into an overall 
evidential value. With many independent studies the overall evidential can thus grow 
extreme, even when the individual evidential values are considered low. However, the 
difficulty lies in the interpretation of the overall evidential value. Therefore, the conclusions 
reached in the report are never based on overall evidential values, but on the (number of) 
evidential values of individual samples/sub-experiments that are considered substantial, in 
relation to the total number of sub-experiments in the publication. LD seem to hint that we 
are applying the evidential values blindly, while in fact we are not: Our frequentist usage of 
the evidential value ensures an approximate Type I error (i.e., false positive rate) control.  
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2. The criteria for ‘low veracity’ are too inclusive 
LD find the criteria for our classification regarding strength of evidence for low veracity of the 
reported data too inclusive. Let us again give the probabilities associated with strong 
evidence for low veracity of the reported data. Assuming independence of the results of all 
(sub-)experiments within a publication as well as independence of the test persons within all 
experiments, we may bound the probability of strong evidence as follows: 

 
 

Table 1: Probability of strong evidence for low veracity of reported data. 
No. of constituent (sub-)experiments No. of substantial evidential values Probability of strong evidence 

1 1 ≤ .0809 
2 – 5  ≥ 2 ≤ .05554 

6 – 11  ≥ 3 ≤ .05344 
12 – 21 ≥ 4 ≤ .08475 

 
These probabilities can roughly be viewed as (upper bounds on the) chances to erroneously 
conclude that the evidence for low data veracity is strong. Importantly, note that the actual 
probabilities for this table will be (much) smaller, since these probabilities have been 
computed under the assumption that exact linearity of the population means holds in all 
(sub-)experiments involved: weakening the assumption of superlinearity4 in the population 
will lower the probability associated with yielding a substantial evidential value and would 
thus strengthen the statistical evidence for tainted veracity of the reported data in certain 
publications by JF.  

To illustrate the effect of loosening the superlinearity assumption consider a situation in 
which the trend is monotone, but now the middle or medium condition is distributed 
uniformly between the low and high conditions. A small simulation gives that the probability 
of strong evidence for low veracity of a single experiment is then approximately .035 (see the 
code in Appendix D). Under these conditions the probability of obtaining 2 or more 
substantial evidential values out of a total of 17 amounts to .12 approximately (putting the 
.40 that LD emphasize repeatedly in some perspective). If we would drop the monotonicity 
assumption these probabilities would grow more extreme. LD have stated themselves in a 
previous correspondence that they deem it unlikely that exact linearity of the trends in the 
population holds. Also, note that introduction of the threshold 6 for evidential values V is a 
way to simplify probability calculations, and  that it means that effectively all evidential 
values above 6 are interpreted as being equal to 6 and all evidential values between 1 and 6 
as being equal to 1. This extreme simplification results in  overestimation of the Type I errors. 
This leads us to conclude that our criteria are not too liberal or inclusive.  

LD calculate evidential values for Blanken et al. (2014) in order to give an “anecdotal 
demonstration” of our purportedly liberal standards. On the basis of this analysis, they 
conclude that, according to our criteria, the Blanken et al. (2014) paper has to be classified as 
‘inconclusive evidence for low veracity’. We have also calculated evidential values for 
Blanken et al. (2014) . The code we have used for doing so can be found in Section E 
(Appendix: Code for Table 2). The results are presented in Table 2. 

                                                             
4 The term ‘superlinear’ is often used in numerical analysis in reference to rates of convergence. We, however, are using the 
term ‘superlinear’ here (as a shorthand) to refer to perfectly linear trends. 
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Table 2: Results Blanken et  al. (2014). The number of observations per cell is indicated by n, SD = standard 
deviation, V = evidential value, CB = cooperative behavior, ECB = expected CB, EL = expected likelihood of getting 

caught, NC = negative consequences, DA = donation amount. 
   Means    SDs   
Study n low medium high  low medium high V 
S1 105/3 2.35 2.78 2.89  3.28 3.83 3.64 2.9771 
S2.CB 150/3 5.84 5.88 6.29  1.37 1.49 1.14 1.0692 
S2.ECB 150/3 4.28 4.57 4.64  2.74 2.55 2.56 2.5438 
S2.EL 150/3 5.61 5.62 5.92  1.85 1.75 1.80 1.4376 
S2.NC 150/3 6.62 6.90 7.22  1.88 1.95 1.62 9.0172 – 9.9314 
S3.DA 940/3 4.52 4.60 5.10  2.91 3.11 3.18 1.0003 
S3.CB 940/3 6.21 6.27 6.39  1.60 1.58 1.78 2.3465 
S3.ECB 940/3 4.51 4.72 4.89  2.86 2.91 3.08 6.1797 
S3.EL 940/3 6.91 7.05 7.09  2.07 2.02 2.14 1.8300 
S3.NC 940/3 5.84 5.93 5.98  2.04 1.99 2.11 4.2797 

 

This publication would, as indeed mentioned by LD, under strict application of our criterion, 
be classified as ‘inconclusive evidence for low veracity’.5 However, we note the following: (i) 
The pattern of evidential values observed in the given tables is more in line with the pattern 
of evidential values for the control publications of our report than with the pattern of 
evidential values observed in many publications by JF; (ii) Of import is also the body of 
evidence, i.e., the continuation of aberrant data patterns over many publications by JF 
(cumulative evidence that we do not have for the publication indicated by LD and its 
authors). 

 
3. Dependence of measurement errors does not necessarily indicate low veracity 

LD state that a substantial evidential value is not necessarily indicative of low veracity. They 
write: 

 
“in real research settings there are many (benign) violations of random assignment, 
any one of which, and even more so their combination, would introduce dependence 
between errors of the measured dependent variable in experimental groups and 
would therefore inflate the value of V.”  

 
and give some examples that according to them 
 

“may contribute to the correlation of errors between experimental groups, without 
invalidating any findings regarding differences between the means of those groups.” 
(Emphasis ours). 

 
Hence, they state that correlations between measurement errors can be explained well 
(partly) by covariates rather than malpractice. This is indeed true, especially for the nested-
data examples they provide, and it is quite well explained in their discussion of the statistic in 
formula (22). If a covariate is added in a balanced way as suggested, the numerator is 
unaltered. Although the sample variances in the denominator might take on smaller values 
then, they typically are inflated. However, the influence of this type of balanced covariates 

                                                             
5 We emphasize that we do not, in any manner possible, imply that the involved authors of Blanken et al. (2014) are or have 
been involved in questionable research practices nor that they should be investigated as such.  
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should be small. If it is not, these covariates should have been taken into account, the applied 
ANOVA analysis is not valid, and the underlying data of the (sub-)experiments concerned 
should have been analyzed under the appropriate ANOVA-design.  

 
4. Multiway between-subject designs cannot be treated as independent experiments 

LD state that the argumentation stated in their Point 3 would imply that multiway between-
subject designs cannot be treated as independent experiments. Again, the correlations as 
induced by a covariate added in a balanced way as suggested under Point 3, should be small. 
If not, the ANOVA analysis as applied in the publications under investigation is invalid, and 
the underlying data of the (sub-)experiments concerned should have been analyzed under 
the appropriate ANOVA-design. It should be reiterated also that the denominator in formula 
(22) and hence V will typically take on larger values, but smaller values can occur as well. 
 

5.  Applying the methods to control measures is wrong 
LD state that we should not have used the contrast 𝜇1 − 2𝜇2 + 𝜇3 = 0 (as an assumption 
underlying the evidential value) for (sub-)experiments for which no effect was predicted for 
the main experimental manipulation. It is argued that a linear pattern in such an experiment 
“should not be any more “suspicious” than a non-linear pattern”. However, in terms of the 
theories employed, the confirmation of ‘no-effect’ is often as important as the confirmation 
of ‘effect’. In this sense there is no a priori reason to exclude (as they argued in their previous 
letter) the mentioned (sub-)experiments for which ‘no-effect’ is predicted from our analyses. 
Note also that, while the connotation of the evidential value may differ in flavor, a similar 
statistical logic applies to such studies: if there is truly no effect in the population then the 
true trend represents a constant (a superlinear effect) from which finite samples will deviate. 
Consistently finding deviations from this superlinearity that are too small from a statistical 
standpoint, then calls into question the veracity of the data on which the publication is 
based. We thus feel justified in including the (sub-)experiments for which no effect was 
predicted in our investigation. Note that the contrast 𝜇1 − 2𝜇2 + 𝜇3 = 0 also holds when all 
means are equal and, in this respect, can be thought of as an expression of superlinearity 
irrespective of the slope of the effect. We do understand, however, that the interpretation of 
the results may differ for flat and non-flat patterns. Please note also that the majority of 
large V values in the report corresponds to non-flat patterns.  
 

6. The evidential value is sensitive to rounding 
 LD state that the evidential value “seems to be very sensitive to small changes in means, 
changes that are within the boundaries of rounding”. They give 2 examples, in which a 
perturbation of means leads to a lower evidential value. To us, these examples come across 
as contrived. Key is that the sensitivity to rounding is determined by the size of the rounding 
effect in relation to the size of the contrast 𝑧 = 𝑥1 − 2𝑥2 + 𝑥3 . Moreover, we can always 
find a perturbation of means within the boundaries of rounding that leads to a higher 
evidential value, just as easily as we can always find such a perturbation that leads to a lower 
evidential value. Also, we can always find a perturbation that leaves the evidential value 
unchanged. Let us consider some additional (indiscriminately selected on substantial 
evidential value) examples in the Tables below. Table 3 lists, for 7 evidential values from our 
report, perturbations of means within the boundaries of rounding that lead to an even higher 
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evidential value (only lower-bounds to the evidential value are given for Tables 3 and 4). 
Table 4 then gives, for the same evidential values as in Table 3, perturbations of means 
within the boundaries of rounding that lead to a lower evidential value. The code with which 
the results of Tables 3 and 4 can be obtained can be found in Section F (Appendix: Code for 
Tables 3 and 4). 

 
Table 3: Perturbation means within boundaries rounding leading to higher evidential values. 

Table in report Line   adapted means   V old V new 
9.3 2  4.405 4.525 4.644  18.0583 102.7392 

11.2 2  -17.135 0.145 17.054  6.0737 6.0804 
11.2 14  4.496 4.504 4.535  9.4966 9.8620 
12.4 2  800.5 855.5 898.49  7.3019 7.8997 
13.3 3  4.604 4.800 4.996  116.6748 116.6748 
14.2 4  704.49 709.5 711.49  6.2716 6.8701 
14.2 10  699.2 712.5 723.1  6.8163 10.0763 

 
Table 4: Perturbation means within boundaries rounding leading to lower evidential values. 

Table in report Line   adapted means   V old V new 
9.3 2  4.411 4.533 4.642  18.0583 13.8964 

11.2 2  -17.144 0.154 17.045  6.0737 6.0676 
11.2 14  4.503 4.495 4.5449  9.4966 8.9277 
12.4 2  800.5 856.2 897.6  7.3019 6.6429 
13.3 3  4.595 4.799 4.995  116.6748 22.8479 
14.2 4  703.8 710.2 710.9  6.2716 6.0077 
14.2 10  698.5 713.2 722.6  6.8163 5.1599 

 
Observe that the changes in evidential value are not dramatic overall. Very high evidential 
values tend to stay high, whether the perturbation has a linearizing or de-linearizing effect. 
Say we assume that the precision of the summary statistics reported in the investigated 
publications (usually 2 digits) is less than the precision of the summary statistics computed 
from the raw data. As the report contains many evidential values we can safely assume that 
instances in which an evidential value would fall below the threshold of 6 under re-
computation with higher precision summary statistics, will be balanced by instances in which 
the evidential value would jump above the threshold for considering an evidential value 
substantial under such re-computation. That is, the overall picture in terms of evidential 
values will not change.  

What then, is the overall picture in terms of evidential values? The publications 
investigated in our report, contain 188 (sub-)experiments that could be analyzed with our 
methods. Of these, 37 yield a substantial evidential value of at least 6. Under the standard 
assumption of independence of the test persons, the strong assumption of linearity in the 
means in the relevant populations, and the (only partially valid) assumption of independence 
of the (sub-)experiments, the probability that at least 37 (sub-)experiments yield a 
substantial evidential value equals 4E-7 (0.0000004), approximately. In case the strong 
assumption of linearity in the means does not hold in one or more or all (sub-)experiments, 
this probability is even smaller.  
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7. Examining individual papers 
Under this heading dr. Liberman and dr. Denzler defended 7 of their papers, criticizing  our 
conclusions mostly by the arguments discussed above. Since we consider none of these 
arguments as convincing, there is no point in reiterating arguments here. Therefore, we will 
only comment on the additional arguments presented by them. 

7.1  JF.D12.JESP.  With 12 (sub-)experiments this publication has a probability of less than 
0.0125 to yield at least 4 times a substantial evidential value V > 6. The additional objection 
made here is, that there are dependencies between several of these (sub-)experiments. 
However, there is no reason to assume these dependencies would imply dependencies 
between the sample means and sample variances that are so strong that they would 
invalidate our conclusions. 

7.2 JF.EO09.PSPB. The claim of an invalidating dependence is made here as well. Our 
answer is the same as above. 

7.3 JF.LS09.JEPG. With 19 (sub-)experiments this publication has a probability of less than 
0.0154 to yield at least 5 times a substantial evidential value V > 6. The pooled results of 
Experiment 4a have no decisive influence on the classification of `strong evidence’. 

7.4 L.JF09.JPSP. No additional arguments are presented by the coauthors for this 
publication. Fisher's method in combining the p-values for the delta F-tests given in Table 
11.2 yields a left-tail probability of 0.9999 and hence the classification `strong evidence’. 

7.5 JF.LK08.JPSP. One sub-experiment from this publication has V = 18.06; a V with at least 
this value occurs under super-linearity with probability 0.027. This publication also presents 
pooled results for two sub-experiments. Pooling in a similar way the remaining sub-
experiments, our report mentions another substantial V = 18.13. According to our criterion 
this leads to the classification `inconclusive evidence for low scientific veracity’.  

7.6 K.JF.D10.SPPS. Fisher's method in combining the p-values for the delta F-tests given in 
Table 13.2 of our report yields a left-tail probability of 0.9459. A normal model (ANOVA) for 
the `Correct Rejections´ data in Experiment 3 of this publication is inappropriate. An analysis 
of these data with a model based on binomial distributions shows that the probability that 
one gets perfect linearity as in de data shown in Table 3 of the publication, equals 
approximately 0.0808. These results and the inappropriate ANOVA analysis of the `Correct 
Rejections´ data in Experiment 3 lead to the classification `inconclusive evidence of low 
veracity’.  

7.7 D.JF.L09.JESP. No additional arguments are given for this publication. 
 

iii. Concluding: 
The report is a carefully crafted document whose contents have been handled, due to the 
sensitivity of the subject, with the utmost care. The report is statistically sound and, if 
understood correctly, not misleading in any sense. We understand the potential consequences 
the report may have for the authors of those publications  that are found to be of compromised 
veracity. Therefore, the report includes a statement that the findings are not meant to 
incriminate coauthors. We, however, stand by our conclusions regarding the veracity of the 
publications investigated.  
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B. Response to the statement by dr. Jens Förster 
 

i. General comments: 
The general comments regarding the letter by LD also largely apply here. We will reiterate them 
for reasons of clarity: 
• JF seems to claim that we have “toned down conclusions” in our final report as a 

genuflection brought on by the (apparently sudden) insight that the methods employed 
cannot demarcate fraud from questionable practices as the source of improbableness in 
reported data. However, all versions of the report have always clearly stated that the 
methods employed cannot demarcate witting fabrication or manipulation (fraud) from 
unwitting fabrication or manipulation (erroneous or questionable research practices). The 
question is if the veracity of the data on which a given publication is based can be trusted. If 
the data patterns are, from a statistical standpoint, extremely unlikely, the veracity of the 
reported data is in doubt. Whether such data patterns are due to witting or unwitting 
practices then, is of secondary importance: Of main import is that the data are to be met 
with distrust, calling into question the scientific value of the publication. To emphasize this, 
the final report uses formulations regarding ‘veracity’ rather than ‘fabrication’ and 
‘manipulation’. The conclusions regarding the individual publications investigated have 
remained qualitatively unchanged.  

• The authors of the report cannot be held accountable for procedural issues regarding the 
report as procedural decisions were not theirs to make. 

• JF states in summarizing the report that it is an unacceptable document as the methods 
employed are “error prone, flawed and most probably invalid”. Below, we will argue that the 
report is objective and that the methods employed are sound. We will respond to each of the 
points raised in the statement, in keeping (for the most part) with its sectioning.  

 
ii. Reactions to points raised by JF: 
1. General 

JF claims that Section 1.6 of our final report was added as a response to criticisms on a 
preceding version. However, as also declared above, all versions of the report have always 
clearly stated that the methods employed cannot demarcate witting fabrication or 
manipulation (fraud) from unwitting fabrication or manipulation (erroneous or questionable 
research practices). Moreover, we have always emphasized that the empirical 
trustworthiness of publications by JF is under scrutiny, not the integrity of his coauthors. To 
accentuate these important nuances it was decided that all relevant remarks pertaining to 
them would be aggregated in a separate section. Section 1.6 aims to aid clarity and to 
protect the coauthors of JF and thus should not be taken as a genuflection.  

JF writes that “After almost 3 years of investigation there is no evidence of any violation 
of academic integrity”.  It must be emphasized that JF is probably referring to the time that 
has passed since the complaint in the original Whistleblower Report (2012) and that our 
investigation has not taken 3 years. Within these 3 years the LOWI (Dutch National Board for 
Scientific Integrity) has concluded data manipulation for one of the articles by JF (Förster and 
Denzler, 2012) and holds him solely accountable for such practices (LOWI, 2014). We view 
our report as a contribution to the debate regarding the scientific value of publications by JF. 
The aberrant data-patterns noticed by the whistleblower are found in many more articles by 
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JF. To date, JF has given no acceptable explanation as to how the aberrant data-patterns may 
have emerged from honest experiments.  

 
2. The methods used were neither peer-reviewed nor validated 

The report makes use of two methods. The first is the delta-F test (based on the linear 
regression model being nested within the ANOVA F-model for one-way factorial designs with 
more than 2 factor-levels) paired with Fisher’s method. The second is the evidential value as 
developed by Klaassen (2015). JF incorrectly states that “both methods are still unpublished”. 
Both F-testing for nested regression models and the Fisher method are well-accepted 
techniques that go back to Fisher (1925) and can be found in many statistics textbooks; see 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contrast_(statistics) and 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fisher's_method for references. Indeed, Klaassen (2015) is not 
a peer-refereed paper. However, it has been posted on the preprint server arXiv6. Dr. 
Liberman in a previous email questioned the nature of this platform, especially the tracking 
of versions and manuscript removal. Manuscripts submitted to arXiv are open access and 
may be withdrawn, but remain visible ‘forever’. Moreover, upon withdrawal the reason for 
doing so should be given7.  Note also that a tailored version of this method has also been 
used in other investigations into the veracity of scientific data (Diederik Stapel, Dirk 
Smeesters).  

JF mentions the discussions on the evidential value on platforms such as PubPeer8 and 
seems to imply that certain criticisms must dismiss our report and its usage of the evidential 
value. JF however seems to miss the nuance of the discussion: Although there is discussion if 
certain underpinnings of the developed evidential value may be called Bayesian this does not 
affect the acceptability of (the conclusions of) our report which is considered thorough and 
careful. That is, one must be able to distinguish discussions on the development of the 
evidential value from the usage of the evidential value in our report.  

In addition, JF seems to argue that the evidential value method is redundant as the 
numerical results of the delta F-value and the evidential value are highly correlated. Let us 
first explain again in what manner the two employed methods differ. The delta-F test paired 
with Fisher’s method assesses the accumulation of evidence for a shared null hypothesis. The 
p-values for the delta-F test must be uniformly distributed when the null hypothesis of 
perfect linearity in the cell means holds in the population, and will tend to be closer to 0 
when this null hypothesis does not hold. Seeing consistently high p-values should raise 
suspicion then. Subsequently, the impact of these consistently high p-values is measured 
with Fisher’s method, which allows probabilistic statements regarding the extremity of these 
p-values under the assumption that the null hypothesis is true. The problematic nature of the 
data then lies in the consistently small deviations from perfect linearity. Deviations that, from 
a statistical standpoint, are too small. It should be clear that in order to assess the lack of 
deviation from superlinearity9, one needs to combine results on the delta-F test for multiple 
independent samples. The evidential value also assesses lack of variation but does so by 
allowing for dependence between the measurement errors of the respective factor-levels in 

                                                             
6 http://arxiv.org/ 
7 see http://arxiv.org/help/withdraw 
8 See https://pubpeer.com/publications/5439C6BFF5744F6F47A2E0E9456703  
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contrast_(statistics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fisher's_method
http://arxiv.org/
http://arxiv.org/help/withdraw
https://pubpeer.com/publications/5439C6BFF5744F6F47A2E0E9456703
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the ANOVA model. It then directly assesses, for individual (sub-)experiments, the hypothesis 
of a dependence structure in the underlying data (which is indicative of low data veracity) 
against the standard ANOVA model assumption of independence (which is indicative of high 
data veracity). While both methods have similar assumptions and mathematical 
underpinnings they thus differ in two important aspects: (i) The delta-F test paired with 
Fisher’s method assesses if the variation in deviations from superlinearity is statistically 
insufficient, while the evidential value assesses if the reported data harbor a dependence 
structure that is to be considered suspect; (ii) The evidence for low data veracity based on 
the delta-F test paired with Fisher’s method must be based on a multitude of independent 
samples and thus is necessarily cumulative while the evidential value enables assessment of 
veracity for individual (sub-)experiments. The methods are certainly not redundant. A high 
correlation between the results thus implies high concordance, not redundancy (the issue of 
concordance should not be confused with issues such as multicollinearity). In this light, the 
concordance between the numerical results of the two methods can be viewed as 
convergence of evidence: Note that a high correlation between two events A and B (A being, 
say, a high value for V and B being a small value for delta F)  often originates from a common 
cause that connects to both A and B.  

JF further questions the evidential value in relation to the first evaluation into the 
allegations of misconduct when he writes: 

 
“This [the fact that Klaassen (2015) is not formally published in a journal] might have 
been a reason why the V-method, even though it was used in the first complaint as 
well, never played a role in the former investigation. Rather, it was basically ignored 
in the first investigation by the UvA (which was a “not guilty” decision).”  

 
The original complaint as voiced in the Whistleblower Report did not make use of the 
evidential value, it used the delta-F test paired with Fisher’s method. Please also be aware 
that the original conclusion of the first evaluation by the UvA was overruled by the LOWI 
committee after additional consultation of Prof. dr. A.W. van der Vaart. The LOWI 
investigation concluded data manipulation for the Förster and Denzler (2012) paper and held 
JF accountable (LOWI, 2014).  

 
3. Selection of criteria 

JF states that our investigation into his publications lowered the threshold for deeming an 
evidential value ‘substantial’ vis-à-vis the Smeesters case. However, note that the Smeesters 
case involved an evidential value with a (slightly) different flavor. Moreover, setting the 
threshold for deeming an evidential value ‘substantial’ to 6 in combination with a criterion 
on the number of substantial evidential values in relation to the number of constituent (sub-) 
experiments in a publication (see the table on page 2 of the report) allows us to exert an 
approximate Type I error control. The probabilities associated with strong evidence for low 
veracity of the reported data are then given in the table on page 3 of the report. The 
probabilities in this table can roughly be viewed as (upper bounds on the) chances to 
erroneously conclude that the evidence for low data veracity is strong. Importantly, note that 
the actual probabilities for this table will be smaller, since these probabilities have been 
computed under the assumption that exact linearity of the population means holds in all 
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(sub-)experiments involved: weakening the assumption of superlinearity in the population 
will lower the probability associated with yielding a substantial evidential value and would 
thus strengthen the statistical evidence for tainted veracity of the reported data in certain 
publications by JF. 

Let us explain the latter point. What is observed by the whistleblower and in the 
additional publications investigated in the report are experiments that sort very linear 
relations. It would indeed be quite surprising if the population that is supposed to be 
represented by such an experiment, would exhibit such a linear relation. What was desired 
then is a statistical assessment of the defiant nature of these reported results. The 
assumption that is most in favor of the reported results, states that the effects in the 
population are indeed superlinear. This assumption underlies both the delta-F test paired 
with Fisher’s method and the evidential value. The manner in which this assumption is 
utilized, differs for the two methods. The p-values for the delta-F test must be uniformly 
distributed when the null hypothesis of perfect linearity in the cell means holds in the 
population. Seeing consistently high p-values should then raise suspicion. The impact of these 
p-values is formalized with Fisher’s method, which allows probabilistic statements regarding 
the extremity of the observed p-values under the assumption that the null hypothesis is true. 
The problematic nature of the data then lies in the consistently too small deviations from 
perfect linearity. The evidential value also assesses lack of variation but does so by allowing 
for dependence between the measurement errors of the respective factor-levels in the 
ANOVA model. It then directly assesses, for individual (sub-)experiments, the hypothesis of a 
dependence structure in the underlying data (which is indicative of low data veracity) against 
the standard ANOVA model assumption of independence (which is indicative of high data 
veracity). The evidential value in a sense quantifies excessive closeness of the cell averages to 
perfect linearity given the reported cell variances, under the assumption that perfect linearity 
in the cell means holds in the population. The assumption of superlinearity is thus the most 
beneficial assumption in light of the observed data patterns. Deviations from superlinearity 
will render the left-tail probabilities obtained with Fisher’s method even more extreme. 
Similarly, weakening the assumption of superlinearity in the population will lower the 
probabilities associated with the table on page 3 of the report. Summarizing, weakening this 
assumption would strengthen the statistical evidence for tainted veracity of the reported 
data in publications by JF.  

JF states that the JF09.JEPG publication (investigated in Chapter 4 of the report) would not 
have received the ‘strong evidence for low veracity’ classification if we would have used an 
evidential value threshold of 9 in combination with our classification criteria (page 2 of the 
report). However, this publication hosts 5 evidential values (with lower-bounds) that surpass 
the value of 9. This publication would thus still have received the ‘strong evidence’ 
classification. Moreover, if we would blindly use the association of an evidential value 
equaling or surpassing the value of 9 as strong evidence for low veracity than the overall 
picture in terms of classifications would be as bleak as in the current report.  

Finally, note that introduction of the threshold 6 for evidential values is a way to simplify 
probability calculations, and that it means that effectively all evidential values above 6 are 
interpreted as being equal to 6 and all evidential values between 1 and 6 as being equal to 1. 
This extreme simplification results in overestimation of Type I errors to a considerable extent. 
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4. Doubts on the strength of conclusions 
JF writes, in citing Ad 4 in Section 4.4 of the LOWI report (2014): 
 

“In his evaluation on our 2012 SPPS [Förster and Denzler (2012)] paper that was 
under accusation of data manipulation, the major (and only) reviewer for the LOWI 
[prof. dr. Van Der Vaart] said: “It is of course possible that the observed pattern was 
obtained by measurements”, and “In fact, the numbers in the data files represent 
possible values for each individual data point, and these are the numbers that lead to 
the observed pattern“. He concludes: „I emphasize that from the data files one can in 
no way infer that […] adjustments have actually been done. Nor can be said when and 
by whom such adjustments would have been done.” Again, the reviewer I cite here 
checked the raw data of the study in question.” (Emphasis ours). 

 
But, Van der Vaart continues with:  
 

“I describe these [adjustments] to indicate that it is very well possible to adjust the 
data in such a way that the desired and expected conclusions can be drawn. 
Adjustment of the data after averages for the complete data file have been 
computed, seems to me to be the most likely scenario.”; and: “Finally, the suspicion is 
not the linearity, but the statistical deviations from linearity, which are too small.” 
See Ad. 4, Section 4.4 of LOWI (2014). (Translation ours). 

 
 JF also writes:  
 

“Moreover, Prof. Dr. Uli Schimmack concluded that the results could have been the 
outcome of QRPs [questionable research practices] (rather than fabrication) that 
were rather common at the time. I never changed any data so the only conclusion 
left based on these analyses is that collaborators in my lab might have used 
methods that were not considered unethical back then.” (Emphasis not ours). 

 
JF refers to the following blog entry, dated January 2nd 2015, by dr. Uli Schimmack: ‘How 
power analysis could have prevented the sad story of dr. Förster’10. However, see the 
subsequent blog of January 14th 2015 by dr. Schimmack entitled ‘Further reflections on the 
linearity in dr. Förster’s data’11. Dr. Schimmack then states: 
 

“Thus, I now agree with the conclusion of the LOWI commission that the data cannot 
be explained by using QRPs, mainly because Dr. Förster denies having used any 
plausible QRPs that could have produced his results.”  

 
and  
 

                                                             
10 https://replicationindex.wordpress.com/2015/01/02/how-power-analysis-could-have-prevented-the-sad-story-of-dr-
forster/  
11 https://replicationindex.wordpress.com/2015/01/14/further-reflections-on-the-linearity-in-dr-forsters-data/ 

https://replicationindex.wordpress.com/2015/01/02/how-power-analysis-could-have-prevented-the-sad-story-of-dr-forster/
https://replicationindex.wordpress.com/2015/01/02/how-power-analysis-could-have-prevented-the-sad-story-of-dr-forster/
https://webmail.vumc.nl/OWA/redir.aspx?C=7cc769e2bd9443d8b0b7ae4ceecd7daf&URL=https%3a%2f%2freplicationindex.wordpress.com%2f2015%2f01%2f14%2ffurther-reflections-on-the-linearity-in-dr-forsters-data%2f
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“However, without further credible evidence the published data lack credible 
scientific evidence and it would be prudent to retract all articles that show unusual 
patterns that cannot be explained by the author.”  

 
It is prudent to emphasize certain points in relation to the (quoted) statements by JF. 

First, JF quotes/paraphrases dr. Van Der Vaart and dr. Schimmack selectively. Putting these 
statements into context shows that dr. Van Der Vaart and dr. Schimmack are no pillars of 
support for JF. 

Second, both JF and LD criticize that we have not looked at (SPSS) data files (incorrectly 
referred to as ‘the raw data’), but rather based our investigation on summary statistics as 
reported in the publications under scrutiny. However, often one cannot tell from such 
spreadsheet-type data files if tampering or tinkering (of any kind) has taken place, even if it 
turns out that this indeed is the case. For example, the expert in the LOWI investigation into 
Förster and Denzler (2012) did not find direct anomalies in the available SPSS-file (LOWI, 
2014, Section 4.4). Rather, the final conclusion of the inevitability of the manipulation 
hypothesis, was based on the anomalous data-patterns contained in the Förster and Denzler 
(2012) paper in combination with JFs inability to account for the data-gathering process and 
the raw data (LOWI, 2014, Section 5.1). In order to evaluate spreadsheet-type data files for 
veracity they must be compared to the actual raw data, i.e., to the respondent 
scores/answers as recorded during the experiment (in, e.g., questionnaires). These raw 
materials are, however, unavailable according to JF12. As statisticians we can judge very well 
if there are statistical inconsistencies in the results as presented in the investigated 
publications. If there are such inconsistencies, something is wrong and one cannot trust the 
conclusions of these publications. 

Third, JF seems to hint that questionable research practices on the part of his 
collaborators might have produced the anomalous data-patterns in the publications under 
investigation. In addition he states that he “cannot say what happened to the data”. It seems 
unlikely that JF would have had no control over all (processes leading to the collection of) 
sets of data pertaining to the publications under investigation. Moreover, the consistent 
element in all publications that show strong evidence for low veracity of the reported data, is 
indeed JF. Also, our report shows that the evidence for low veracity of the reported data is 
strongest in publications that are authored solely by JF. Surely, the anomalous patterns in 
these publications cannot be accounted for by questionable research practices on the part of 
collaborators. Also note that the LOWI has concluded that questionable research practices 
must be ruled out as a possible explanation for the anomalous data-patterns in the Förster 
and Denzler (2012) paper (LOWI, 2014).  

 
5. Severe criticism against the methods used 

JF reiterates the points raised by LD in their letter.  Our reactions to each of these points can 
be found in our response to the LD letter as found above. 

JF then states that the methods used in our report should be adjusted to account for file-
drawer effects, i.e., should be adjusted for cherry-picking among repetitions of an 
experiment. JF states the following: 

                                                             
12 See, e.g., the entry dated September 10th, 2014 at http://www.socolab.de/main.php?id=66.  

http://www.socolab.de/main.php?id=66
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“I would run a few studies testing the same basic prediction, and if more than one of 
them worked, that is, yielded the predicted result, I would report only the strongest.”  

 
This remark is in direct conflict with a proclamation at the beginning of his statement: 
 

“To repeat it again, I never manipulated data and never motivated my collaborators 
to do anything that is ethically questionable. I saw blogs saying that I admitted 
having used ethically questionable research practices. This however is not true. I 
never said that and I never did that.” (Emphasis not ours). 

 
Accepted practice (as JF claims) or not, the basic rules of science dictate that selectively 
reporting only those results that are consistent with a stated hypothesis is a questionable 
practice. (Extreme) selectivity in reporting of the results implies that the reported results are 
not indicative of true population behavior. That is, the reported results have low veracity. 
Should the evidential value then be adapted for such practices? The answer is simply ‘no’: If 
selective reporting would be the reason for attaining a substantial evidential value in a 
certain reported experiment, then the evidential value is right in flagging the reported data 
tied to this experiment as being of low veracity. Such practices beg the question: At what 
point should selectivity in the reporting of results be considered fraud or manipulation? 

This leaves the question if the file-drawer effect could be responsible for the anomalous 
patterns that are found in the reported data in many of the JF articles. Under the assumption 
that perfect linearity in the cell means holds in the population (as indicated in Point 3 above: 
an assumption that is unlikely, but most favorable to JF) the file-drawer would already have 
to be very large (filing all experiments that sort effects that are not very linear). Loosening 
this assumption implies that the size of the file-drawer would have to grow dramatically. It is 
very unlikely that the file-drawer effect is responsible for the repeated emergence of 
statistically improbable patterns, i.e., the consistently small deviations from perfect linearity 
and the excessive closeness of the cell averages to perfect linearity given the reported cell 
variances.  

 
6. Selection of studies 

JF continues by hinting that we might have purposely selected for our investigation those 
publications that show the most linear patterns. This is not the case. We were asked to 
embark on the delineated assignment of assessing the veracity of empirical publications by JF 
that were published under his UvA affiliation (a list was provided to us). We thus had no 
decisional power nor ulterior motives with regard to the selection of publications that were 
assessed in our report. As for putting the investigated JF papers in context: the control 
papers investigated in Chapter 1 of our report accentuate the deviance of the patterns 
observed in the JF publications.  

JF also states that the “UvA now announced that they will also investigate all my other 
papers as well”. We are not aware of such an announcement. We however doubt that the 
UvA will ask for the investigation of publications that were published under another 
affiliation.  
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7. Examples of inappropriate biases in the report 
JF reiterates public comments made by dr. Liberman13. In these comments she questions the 
procedure by which we classify (some of) the publications that were investigated in the 
report. We give a comprehensive response to these comments in the document 
‘Response_to_public_comments_Liberman.pdf’.  

 
iii. Concluding: 
As also stated in our response to LD: The report is a carefully crafted document whose contents 
have been handled, due to the sensitivity of the subject, with the utmost care. The report is 
sound and based on verifiable methodology. JF has repeatedly stated that the report is littered 
with wrong conclusions and states on his blog14 that he “would urge those who still have doubts 
to read the recent excellent alternative explanations for my results under discussion”. We 
wonder which alternative explanations JF refers to here. If JF refers to alternative views that are 
cited in point 4 above it should be immediately clear that dr. Schimmack and dr. Van Der Vaart 
are no pillars of support for JF. In addition, according to German media there is at least one 
statistician at the University of Bochum (JFs current affiliation) who is also critical of JFs work15. 
To date, as should be clear from our responses above, JF has given no plausible explanation for 
the unusual patterns in the data reported in many of his publications. We thus stand by our 
conclusions regarding the veracity of the publications investigated.  
 

 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                             
13 See the comments of dr. Liberman at http://rejectedpostsofdmayo.com/2015/06/09/fraudulent-until-proved-innocent-
is-this-really-the-new-bayesian-forensics-rejected-post/comment-page-1/#comment-10723. 
14 http://www.socolab.de/main.php?id=66  
15 http://www.spiegel.de/unispiegel/studium/ruhr-uni-bochum-bootet-statistik-dozenten-aus-a-1030937.html 

http://rejectedpostsofdmayo.com/2015/06/09/fraudulent-until-proved-innocent-is-this-really-the-new-bayesian-forensics-rejected-post/comment-page-1/#comment-10723
http://rejectedpostsofdmayo.com/2015/06/09/fraudulent-until-proved-innocent-is-this-really-the-new-bayesian-forensics-rejected-post/comment-page-1/#comment-10723
http://www.socolab.de/main.php?id=66
http://www.spiegel.de/unispiegel/studium/ruhr-uni-bochum-bootet-statistik-dozenten-aus-a-1030937.html
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D. Appendix: Code for  determining probability of strong evidence by simulation 
This appendix contains the R16 code with which the simulation results from Point 2 in the LD 
response can be reproduced. The code assumes that the code file ‘dataVeracity.R’ is available. 
This function file has been sent to LD upon previous request. 
 
##----------------------------------------------- 
##  
## Libraries and Sources 
## 
##----------------------------------------------- 

 
source("  ")  ## Specify path to dataVeracity.R  
 
 
##----------------------------------------------- 
## Simulation 
##----------------------------------------------- 

 
simulV <- function(means,sds,n.fl,nsim=10000,span=1){ 
  allV <- c() 
  for(i in 1:nsim){ 
    sim1 <- rnorm(n=n.fl,mean=means[1],sd=sds[1]) 
    mm13 <- (means[1]+means[3])/2 
    minu <- (means[1]+means[3])/2 - span*((means[1]+means[3])/2-means[1]) 
    maxu <- (means[1]+means[3])/2 + span*(means[3] - (means[1]+means[3])/2) 
    mean2 <- runif(1,minu,maxu) 
    sim2 <- rnorm(n=n.fl,mean=mean2,sd=sds[2]) 
    sim3 <- rnorm(n=n.fl,mean=means[3],sd=sds[3])  
    meansim <- c(mean(sim1),mean(sim2), mean(sim3))  
    sdssim <- c(sd(sim1),sd(sim2),sd(sim3)) 
    simV <- evi.val(meansim,sdssim,n.fl=n.fl)  
    if(mode(simV) == "list") simV <- simV[[1]] 
    allV <- c(allV,simV) 
  } 
  return(allV) 
} 
 
 
nsims <- 25000 
means.exp5a  <- c(0.02, 0.13, 0.25)   # order: oldness, control, novelty
  
sds.exp5a    <- c(0.23, 0.22, 0.20) 
sims <- simulV(means.exp5a, sds.exp5a, n.fl = 60/3,span=1,nsim=nsims) 
FPR = length(sims[sims>6])/nsims 
FPR 
 
 
means.study9b.ana <- c(1.13, 2.00, 2.80)  # order: global, control, local 
sds.study9b.ana <- c(1.13, 1.00, 0.94) 
sims <- simulV(means.study9b.ana, sds.study9b.ana, n.fl =45/3,span=1,nsim=nsims) 
FPR = length(sims[sims>6])/nsims 
FPR 
 
 
means.exp1.2 <- c(.38, .51, .65)    # order: sex, control, love 
sds.exp1.2   <- c(.23, .14, .16) 
sims <- simulV(means.exp1.2, sds.exp1.2, n.fl = 45/3,span=1,nsim=nsims) 
FPR = length(sims[sims>6])/nsims 
FPR 
 
 
1 - pbinom(1,17,0.035) 
 

                                                             
16 http://cran.r-project.org/  

http://cran.r-project.org/
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E. Appendix: Code for Table 2  
This appendix contains the R code with which the results from Table 2 can be reproduced. The 
code again assumes that the code file ‘dataVeracity.R’ is available. 
 
##----------------------------------------------- 
##  
## Libraries and Sources 
## 
##----------------------------------------------- 

 
require("ggplot2") 
require("stats") 
require("graphics") 
require("gdata") 
source("  ")  ## Specify path to dataVeracity.R  
 
 

 
##----------------------------------------------- 
## Blanken et al. (2014) 
##-----------------------------------------------  
 
## Create data objects 
means.S1     <- c(2.35, 2.78, 2.89) 
means.S2.CB  <- c(5.84, 5.88, 6.29) 
means.S2.ECB <- c(4.28, 4.57, 4.64) 
means.S2.EL  <- c(5.61, 5.62, 5.92) 
means.S2.NC  <- c(6.62, 6.90, 7.22) 
means.S3.DA  <- c(4.52, 4.60, 5.10) 
means.S3.CB  <- c(6.21, 6.27, 6.39) 
means.S3.ECB <- c(4.51, 4.72, 4.89) 
means.S3.EL  <- c(6.91, 7.05, 7.09) 
means.S3.NC  <- c(5.84, 5.93, 5.98) 
 
sds.S1     <- c(3.28, 3.83, 3.64) 
sds.S2.CB  <- c(1.37, 1.49, 1.14) 
sds.S2.ECB <- c(2.74, 2.55, 2.56) 
sds.S2.EL  <- c(1.85, 1.75, 1.80) 
sds.S2.NC  <- c(1.88, 1.95, 1.62) 
sds.S3.DA  <- c(2.91, 3.11, 3.18) 
sds.S3.CB  <- c(1.60, 1.58, 1.78) 
sds.S3.ECB <- c(2.86, 2.91, 3.08) 
sds.S3.EL  <- c(2.07, 2.02, 2.14) 
sds.S3.NC  <- c(2.04, 1.99, 2.11) 
 
 
## Evidential Values 
EV.S1     <- evi.val(means.S1, sds.S1, n.fl = 105/3) 
EV.S2.CB  <- evi.val(means.S2.CB, sds.S2.CB, n.fl = 150/3) 
EV.S2.ECB <- evi.val(means.S2.ECB, sds.S2.ECB, n.fl = 150/3) 
EV.S2.EL  <- evi.val(means.S2.EL, sds.S2.EL, n.fl = 150/3) 
EV.S2.NC  <- evi.val(means.S2.NC, sds.S2.NC, n.fl = 150/3) 
EV.S3.DA  <- evi.val(means.S3.DA, sds.S3.DA, n.fl = 940/3) 
EV.S3.CB  <- evi.val(means.S3.CB, sds.S3.CB, n.fl = 940/3) 
EV.S3.ECB <- evi.val(means.S3.ECB, sds.S3.ECB, n.fl = 940/3) 
EV.S3.EL  <- evi.val(means.S3.EL, sds.S3.EL, n.fl = 940/3) 
EV.S3.NC  <- evi.val(means.S3.NC, sds.S3.NC, n.fl = 940/3) 
                     
 
## Table 
Study.b <- c("S1",     
             "S2.CB",  
             "S2.ECB", 
             "S2.EL",  
             "S2.NC",  
             "S3.DA",  
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             "S3.CB",  
             "S3.ECB", 
             "S3.EL",  
             "S3.NC")  
n.flVec.b <-c(105/3, 
              150/3, 
              150/3, 
              150/3, 
              150/3, 
              940/3, 
              940/3, 
              940/3, 
              940/3, 
              940/3) 
Means.b <- rbind(means.S1,     
                 means.S2.CB,  
                 means.S2.ECB, 
                 means.S2.EL,  
                 means.S2.NC,  
                 means.S3.DA,  
                 means.S3.CB,  
                 means.S3.ECB, 
                 means.S3.EL,  
                 means.S3.NC) 
SDs.b <- rbind(sds.S1,     
               sds.S2.CB,  
               sds.S2.ECB, 
               sds.S2.EL,  
               sds.S2.NC,  
               sds.S3.DA,  
               sds.S3.CB,  
               sds.S3.ECB, 
               sds.S3.EL,  
               sds.S3.NC)  
EVvec.b <- c(EV.S1,     
             EV.S2.CB,   
             EV.S2.ECB, 
             EV.S2.EL,  
             EV.S2.NC$EV.lower,  
             EV.S3.DA,  
             EV.S3.CB,  
             EV.S3.ECB, 
             EV.S3.EL,  
             EV.S3.NC)  
EVvec.bu <- c(NA,  
              NA,  
              NA,    
              NA,   
              EV.S2.NC$EV.upper, 
              NA, 
              NA, 
              NA, 
              NA, 
              NA) 
Results.b <- cbind(n.flVec.b, Means.b, SDs.b, EVvec.b, EVvec.bu) 
rownames(Results.b) <- Study.b; colnames(Results.b) <- labels 
print(Results.b) 
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F. Appendix: Code for Tables 3 and 4 
This appendix contains the R code with which the results from Tables 3 and 4 can be reproduced. 
The code again assumes that the code file ‘dataVeracity.R’ is available.  
 
##----------------------------------------------- 
##  
## Libraries and Sources 
## 
##----------------------------------------------- 

 
require("ggplot2") 
require("stats") 
require("graphics") 
require("gdata") 
source("  ")  ## Specify path to dataVeracity.R  
 
##----------------------------------------------- 
## Perturbation sorting higher evidential values (Table 3) 
##----------------------------------------------- 
 
## Create data objects 
meansph.T9.3L2   <- c(4.405, 4.525, 4.644) 
meansph.T11.2L2  <- c(-17.135, 0.145, 17.054) 
meansph.T11.2L14 <- c(4.496, 4.504, 4.535) 
meansph.T12.4L2  <- c(800.5, 855.5, 898.49) 
meansph.T13.3L3  <- c(4.604, 4.80, 4.996) 
meansph.T14.2L4  <- c(704.49, 709.5, 711.49) 
meansph.T14.2L10 <- c(699.2, 712.5, 723.1) 
 
sdsp.T9.3L2   <- c(0.40, 0.45, 0.49) 
sdsp.T11.2L2  <- c(20.77, 30.95, 29.47) 
sdsp.T11.2L14 <- c(1.78, 1.83, 1.45) 
sdsp.T12.4L2  <- c(242, 232, 242) 
sdsp.T13.3L3  <- c(0.83, 0.41, 0.00) 
sdsp.T14.2L4  <- c(100, 112, 88) 
sdsp.T14.2L10 <- c(84, 61, 92) 
 
## Evidential values 
EVph.T9.3L2   <- evi.val(meansph.T9.3L2,   sdsp.T9.3L2,   n.fl = 82/6) 
EVph.T11.2L2  <- evi.val(meansph.T11.2L2,  sdsp.T11.2L2,  n.fl = 126/6) 
EVph.T11.2L14 <- evi.val(meansph.T11.2L14, sdsp.T11.2L14, n.fl = 79/6) 
EVph.T12.4L2  <- evi.val(meansph.T12.4L2,  sdsp.T12.4L2,  n.fl = 41/3) 
EVph.T13.3L3  <- evi.val(meansph.T13.3L3,  sdsp.T13.3L3,  n.fl = 45/3) 
EVph.T14.2L4  <- evi.val(meansph.T14.2L4,  sdsp.T14.2L4,  n.fl = 91/6) 
EVph.T14.2L10 <- evi.val(meansph.T14.2L10, sdsp.T14.2L10, n.fl = 91/6) 
 
## Table 
Study <- c("T9.3L2",   
           "T11.2L2",  
           "T11.2L14", 
           "T12.4L2",  
           "T13.3L3",  
           "T14.2L4",  
           "T14.2L10") 
n.flVec <-c(82/6, 
            126/6, 
            79/6, 
            41/3, 
            45/3, 
            91/6, 
            91/6) 
Means.ph <- rbind(meansph.T9.3L2,   
                  meansph.T11.2L2,  
                  meansph.T11.2L14, 
                  meansph.T12.4L2,  
                  meansph.T13.3L3,  
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                  meansph.T14.2L4,  
                  meansph.T14.2L10) 
SDs <- rbind(sdsp.T9.3L2,   
             sdsp.T11.2L2,  
             sdsp.T11.2L14, 
             sdsp.T12.4L2,  
             sdsp.T13.3L3,  
             sdsp.T14.2L4,  
             sdsp.T14.2L10) 
EVvec.ph <- c(EVph.T9.3L2$EV.lower,   
              EVph.T11.2L2$EV.lower,  
              EVph.T11.2L14$EV.lower, 
              EVph.T12.4L2,  
              EVph.T13.3L3$EV.lower,  
              EVph.T14.2L4$EV.lower,  
              EVph.T14.2L10) 
EVvec.phu <- c(EVph.T9.3L2$EV.upper,   
               EVph.T11.2L2$EV.upper,  
               EVph.T11.2L14$EV.upper, 
               NA,  
               EVph.T13.3L3$EV.upper,  
               EVph.T14.2L4$EV.upper,  
               NA) 
labels     <- c("n.fl", "m.low", "m.medium", "m.high", "sd.low", "sd.medium", 
"sd.high", "EV", "EV.up")  
Results.ph <- cbind(n.flVec, Means.ph, SDs, EVvec.ph, EVvec.phu) 
rownames(Results.ph) <- Study; colnames(Results.ph) <- labels 
print(Results.ph) 
 
 
##----------------------------------------------- 
## Perturbation sorting lower evidential values (Table 4) 
##----------------------------------------------- 
 
## Create data objects 
meanspl.T9.3L2   <- c(4.411, 4.533, 4.642) 
meanspl.T11.2L2  <- c(-17.144, 0.154, 17.045) 
meanspl.T11.2L14 <- c(4.503, 4.495, 4.5449) 
meanspl.T12.4L2  <- c(800.5, 856.2, 897.6) 
meanspl.T13.3L3  <- c(4.595, 4.799, 4.995) 
meanspl.T14.2L4  <- c(703.8, 710.2, 710.9) 
meanspl.T14.2L10 <- c(698.5, 713.2, 722.6) 
 
## Evidential values 
EVpl.T9.3L2   <- evi.val(meanspl.T9.3L2,   sdsp.T9.3L2,   n.fl = 82/6) 
EVpl.T11.2L2  <- evi.val(meanspl.T11.2L2,  sdsp.T11.2L2,  n.fl = 126/6) 
EVpl.T11.2L14 <- evi.val(meanspl.T11.2L14, sdsp.T11.2L14, n.fl = 79/6) 
EVpl.T12.4L2  <- evi.val(meanspl.T12.4L2,  sdsp.T12.4L2,  n.fl = 41/3) 
EVpl.T13.3L3  <- evi.val(meanspl.T13.3L3,  sdsp.T13.3L3,  n.fl = 45/3) 
EVpl.T14.2L4  <- evi.val(meanspl.T14.2L4,  sdsp.T14.2L4,  n.fl = 91/6) 
EVpl.T14.2L10 <- evi.val(meanspl.T14.2L10, sdsp.T14.2L10, n.fl = 91/6) 
 
## Table 
Means.pl <- rbind(meanspl.T9.3L2,   
                  meanspl.T11.2L2,  
                  meanspl.T11.2L14, 
                  meanspl.T12.4L2,  
                  meanspl.T13.3L3,  
                  meanspl.T14.2L4,  
                  meanspl.T14.2L10) 
EVvec.pl <- c(EVpl.T9.3L2,   
              EVpl.T11.2L2$EV.lower,  
              EVpl.T11.2L14$EV.lower, 
              EVpl.T12.4L2,  
              EVpl.T13.3L3,  
              EVpl.T14.2L4$EV.lower,  
              EVpl.T14.2L10) 
EVvec.plu <- c(NA,   
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               EVpl.T11.2L2$EV.upper,  
               EVpl.T11.2L14$EV.upper, 
               NA,  
               NA,  
               EVpl.T14.2L4$EV.upper,  
               NA) 
Results.pl <- cbind(n.flVec, Means.pl, SDs, EVvec.pl, EVvec.plu) 
rownames(Results.pl) <- Study; colnames(Results.pl) <- labels 
print(Results.pl) 
 
 
##----------------------------------------------- 
## Perturbation sorting same evidential values 
##-----------------------------------------------  
 
c <- .0049  # or any other finite constant (outside or within rounding) 
 
## Create data objects 
meanspe.T9.3L2   <- c(4.41, 4.53, 4.64) + c 
meanspe.T11.2L2  <- c(-17.14, 0.15, 17.05) + c 
meanspe.T11.2L14 <- c(4.50, 4.50, 4.54) - c 
meanspe.T12.4L2  <- c(801, 856, 898) - c 
meanspe.T13.3L3  <- c(4.60, 4.80, 5.00) + c 
meanspe.T14.2L4  <- c(704, 710, 711) + c 
meanspe.T14.2L10 <- c(699, 713, 723) - c 
 
## Evidential values 
EVpe.T9.3L2   <- evi.val(meanspe.T9.3L2,    sdsp.T9.3L2,   n.fl = 82/6) 
EVpe.T11.2L2  <- evi.val(meanspe.T11.2L2,   sdsp.T11.2L2,  n.fl = 126/6) 
EVpe.T11.2L14 <- evi.val(meanspe.T11.2L14,  sdsp.T11.2L14, n.fl = 79/6) 
EVpe.T12.4L2  <- evi.val(meanspe.T12.4L2,  sdsp.T12.4L2,  n.fl = 41/3) 
EVpe.T13.3L3  <- evi.val(meanspe.T13.3L3,  sdsp.T13.3L3,  n.fl = 45/3) 
EVpe.T14.2L4  <- evi.val(meanspe.T14.2L4,  sdsp.T14.2L4,  n.fl = 91/6) 
EVpe.T14.2L10 <- evi.val(meanspe.T14.2L10, sdsp.T14.2L10, n.fl = 91/6) 
 
## Table 
Means.pe <- rbind(meanspe.T9.3L2,   
                  meanspe.T11.2L2,  
                  meanspe.T11.2L14, 
                  meanspe.T12.4L2,  
                  meanspe.T13.3L3,  
                  meanspe.T14.2L4,  
                  meanspe.T14.2L10) 
EVvec.pe <- c(EVpe.T9.3L2,   
              EVpe.T11.2L2$EV.lower,  
              EVpe.T11.2L14$EV.lower, 
              EVpe.T12.4L2,  
              EVpe.T13.3L3$EV.lower,  
              EVpe.T14.2L4$EV.lower,  
              EVpe.T14.2L10) 
EVvec.peu <- c(NA,   
               EVpe.T11.2L2$EV.upper,  
               EVpe.T11.2L14$EV.upper, 
               NA,  
               EVpe.T13.3L3$EV.upper,  
               EVpe.T14.2L4$EV.upper,  
               NA) 
Results.pe <- cbind(n.flVec, Means.pe, SDs, EVvec.pe, EVvec.peu) 
rownames(Results.pe) <- Study; colnames(Results.pe) <- labels 
print(Results.pe) 

 
 
 

 
 
 


